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INTRODUCTION TO *AQAAI’ID*

Our faith is based on the unseen, as taught to us by Nabee Muhammad ﷺ. We can only be true Muslims if our beliefs are in accordance with the teachings of Nabee Muhammad ﷺ.

Nabee ﷺ was once asked to explain faith. He replied:

"To believe in Allaah ﷺ, His angels, His books, His messengers, the Last Day, and to believe in the good and bad (that unfolds) according to taqdeer." (Muslim)

We neither question the unseen nor doubt His teachings. Our belief also requires absolute love and submission to the commands of Nabee ﷺ who stated that:

"None of you (truly) believes until I become more beloved to him than his father, his son and the rest of mankind." (Bukhaaree & Muslim).

"He who bears witness that there is no object of worship except Allaah ﷺ and Muhammad ﷺ is the messenger of Allaah ﷺ, Allaah ﷺ has made the fire forbidden for him." (Muslim).

The key to the doors of paradise is belief. If our beliefs are incorrect or incomplete, then though we may perform the deeds of a Muslim, look like a Muslim and even have a Muslim name, we will not be judged as such by Allaah ﷺ. All our deeds will be ruined and we shall face eternal loss.

Nabee ﷺ has said:

"The Banoo Israaeel broke up into seventy two sects, while my ummah will break up into seventy three sects. All of them will be in the fire except one group. They (the companions) asked: "who will they be, O Messenger of Allaah?" He replied: "(The group whose beliefs are in accordance with my companions and I. (Tirmizee)

This belief system is known as “Aqaa’id”. Our Aqaa’id will protect us from falling into one of the seventy-two sects and will Insha Allaah secure our place in Jannah.
The Sifaat (Attributive Names) of Allaah ﷻ

"Say, call unto Allaah or upon Rahmaan. By whatever name you call upon Him, to Him belong the most beautiful names." (17:110)

There is only one Creator of the universe and all that it contains. That Being is Allaah ﷻ. The name "ALLAAAH" is termed as 'Ismuth Thaat'. There are many other names by which Allaah ﷻ is known. They are known as Asmaa'us Sifaat, which means "His attributive names". The attributive names of Allaah ﷻ are those names through which we are able to recognise the majesty and glory of our Creator.
Some of the Attributes (Sifaat) of Allah are:

a. Al Qahhaar - The One who overpowers (or is All Powerful) and controls the power of His creation.

No power or force can compete with the might and power of Allah, nor can anyone flee from His grasp. If the entire creation with all their possessions gets together, they cannot harm or oppose Allah in anyway. His control is complete and His power is perfect. If He wishes to punish anyone, none can defend or protect such a person from His wrath (anger).

b. As Samad - The One who is independent of all needs (or totally independent), whereas everything and everyone else is dependent on Him.

"Allaah is independent of all needs." (112:02)
Allaah ﷻ is everlasting and has no needs. Allaah ﷻ is therefore independent of anything and anyone, yet everything is dependent on Him. Allaah ﷻ does not need the creation to help Him in running the world. No one can challenge the power of Allaah ﷻ, nor is He accountable to anyone. Allaah ﷻ does as He pleases and no one can question His authority. If the entire creation worships Allaah ﷻ all the time, it would not increase His Power (or Greatness) or Glory. Likewise if the entire creation refuses to worship Allaah ﷻ, it would not decrease His Greatness or Glory.

c. Al Haadi - The One who guides and keeps people on the straight path

"Allaah guides whomsoever He wills to the Straight path." (02:213)

If Allaah ﷻ guides anyone to the straight path then none can lead him astray, and if Allaah ﷻ allows someone to go astray then no one can guide him. There were many close relatives of Prophets ﷺ who Allaah ﷻ did not guide to the
straight path. Therefore they refused to accept guidance, even though they lived and witnessed the character, sincerity and piety of the Prophets ﷺ. We cannot thank Allaah ﷺ enough for guiding us to Islaam. Allaah ﷺ instructs us to seek His guidance every time we read Salaah.

d. Ar Razzaaq – The One who sustains every living creature without any difficulty.

"There is no moving creature on earth except that Allaah is responsible for sustaining it." (11:06)

Allaah ﷺ is responsible for nourishing every living creature on earth. He feeds and sees to the needs of all His creation, like the fish in the oceans, the insects in the earth, the animals in the jungles and the birds in the skies. He has fixed the necessities of every human being according to His wisdom. No human being will die until he has consumed that which was meant for him. Allaah ﷺ out of His mercy sustains those who believe in Him and those who reject Him. The treasures of Allaah ﷺ are limitless.
e. Al Mueeth and Al Mudhil - The One who gives honour and disgrace.

"...You grant honour to whomsoever you will and you give disgrace to whomsoever you will..." (03:26)

Allaah ﷻ alone grants nobility or dishonour to a person. Those who obey Allaah ﷻ will be honoured, even if they are criticised by people. Those who disobey Him, because they want to please their fellow men, will be dishonoured by Allaah ﷻ. Our honour or dishonour does not lie in our family tree, wealth or race, but rather, the most honourable of people to Allaah ﷻ are those who fulfill their duties towards Him.

f. Al Ghafoor - The One who forgives repeatedly (or always forgives)
"Verily Allaah is most Forgiving, most Merciful"
(02:173)

Every human being (except the prophets) is a sinner and the best of sinners are those who turn to Allaah , seeking His forgiveness. The forgiveness of Allaah means that He hides the sins of those who seek His pardon. He removes the sin from their book of deeds and covers them with His protection. Allaah forgives those who seek His forgiveness even though their sins are as much as the grains of sand on the surface of the earth.
Worksheet

Fill in the missing word

1. The creator of the universe is called .................................................................

2. The name ................................ is termed as ...........................................................

3. There are various other names by which Allaah ﷺ is known, these names are called .................................................................

4. The qualities of .................................................. are ............................................................. and do not undergo any change.

5. Explain the following attributes of Allaah ﷺ:
   a. Ar Razzaaq .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................

   b. As Samad .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
c. Al Haadi
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................


d. Al Mueeth and Al Mudhil
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................


e. Al Qahhaar
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................


f. Al Ghafoor
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

6. What is the Arabic term for these attributes of Allaah ﷻ?
a. ......................................................................................, the one who sustains.
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b. ..........................................................., the one who guides and keeps us on the right path.

c. ..........................................................., the one who forgives repeatedly.

7. Word search
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```
The Sifaat of Allaah ﷻ

1. Why do you think that it's important for us to know and understand the names and attributes of Allaah ﷻ?

2. Two shopkeepers both own vegetable shops in the same street. Everyday they fight with each other, claiming that they are stealing each other's customers. Using your understanding of the quality of Ar Razzaaq, held by Allaah ﷻ, how would you help them stop fighting?
3. Use the names of Allah that you have already learnt and fit them in the grid below. Each time you fit them in, test yourself to see if you know what it means.

4. Yusuf told a lie because he wanted his friends to like and honour him. Can you explain why this is wrong? Help him by explaining how he should seek the honour of Allah instead.
5. Match the name of Allah that you have learnt to the description given.

- Allah sustains us all. We should always ask and put our trust in Allah since Allah will provide for us. We know this because we know that Allah is:

- When we do wrong we must sincerely repent and ask Allah to forgive us. We should never feel sad or lose hope because Allah is the Most Forgiving. We know this because Allah is:

- Allah is so great that even if everybody worshipped Allah, the power and might of Allah would not increase or decrease. Allah does not need us but we need Him. We know this because Allah is:

- We should always obey Allah because then we will be honoured in the sight of Allah. We should try to seek the honour of Allah instead of seeking honour from other people. Allah is the only one who can give us true honour and dishonour. We know this because Allah is:
＞ We should always be so grateful to Allaah ﷻ for guiding us to Islaam. We must always ask Allaah ﷻ to guide us in all matters. It is only Allaah ﷻ that can guide people to the straight path. We know this because Allaah ﷻ is:

＞ Allaah ﷻ is the controller of the Universe. Allaah ﷻ is the most Powerful Being ever. We know this because Allaah ﷻ is:

6. Play this game below.
Close your eyes and move your finger along the blocks below. Make sure you've landed on a block. Now tell us, which attribute of Allaah ﷻ did you land on? Can you explain what it means?

   Ar Razzaaq       As Samad       Al Haadi
   Al Qahhaar       Al Ghafoor
   Al Mueeth & Al Mudhil

7. Ali did something very bad. Now he is sad. His sister told him that because he was so bad, Allaah ﷻ won't forgive
him. Is his sister right or wrong? Help Ali by explaining to Him that Allaah ﷺ is Al Ghafoor. Tell him what this means.

8. Mini assignment: Do you know any other names and attributes of Allaah ﷺ? For a mini assignment, find out about three more names. Write them down below and write their meanings next to it.
   a. ...........................................................................................................

   b. ...........................................................................................................

   c. ...........................................................................................................
The Glorious Quraan

"This Book, there is no doubt in it; (it) is a guidance for those who are mindful (of Allah)".
(02:02)

The Quraan is the direct speech of Allah which contains His guidance and laws to mankind. The knowledge of Allah is perfect and therefore His guidance to mankind is without any shortcoming. The Quraan is the final Divine scripture (or Book), the Laws of which are relevant and best suited for all times. If we adhere to the rules of the Quraan, it will bring peace and happiness and if we ignore the laws of the Quraan, it creates conditions of fear and unhappiness.

1. The Greatest Miracle

The Quraan has repeatedly challenged mankind to produce one verse that can match it. No one has succeeded in meeting this challenge for the past fourteen hundred and thirty years. The Quraan is a miracle because of it's:

- Language: The choice of words and manner of expression.
- Laws: Its laws are significant and perfect for all times.
- Knowledge of the unknown: It makes mention of facts that were unknown to mankind.
History of nations: It speaks about the rise and fall of previous nations.

Effect on the heart: It has a spiritual effect (or enlightens the hearts of) on those who listen to it.

2. The Final Scripture

Allaah ﷻ has revealed Divine scriptures for the guidance of man.

The Torah, Injeel and Zaboor were amongst the revealed scriptures.

These scriptures, however, had undergone change and are no longer found in their original form. (Their verses and meanings have been changed by man.)
The Qur’aan is the final scripture and it is the only book still in its original form, because Allaah (ﷻ) protects it from any form of change.

3. The Qur’aan is for All People and For All Times

The earlier scriptures were revealed to a specific group of people and also for a specific period of time. The Qur’aan is revealed for the entire mankind and its laws are applicable up to the end of time.
Worksheet

1. Fill in the missing word
   a. The Quraan is the ..........................................................
      ...................................... of Allaah ﷺ.
   
   b. The Quraan is the final ....................................................
      ......................................, the laws of which are relevant and most
      ...................................... for all .................................
   
   c. If we obey the laws of the Quraan, it will bring
      ...................................... and .................................
   
   d. The Quraan has repeatedly .........................................
      mankind to produce one .................................. that can
      ...................................... it.

2. Unscramble the following words
   The Quraan is a miracle because of its:
   > eglagnua .................................................................
   > swal .................................................................
   > weknolged ..............................................................
   > yorthis ..............................................................
   > ceftfe ..............................................................
6. The Quraan is a treasure that can bring us peace and happiness. How do we get this treasure?

7. What will happen if we shun the laws of the Quraan?
8. Complete the sentences below and fit them in the appropriate spaces in the grid.

a. If we adhere to the rules of the Quraan it will bring us happiness and P______.

b. The knowledge of Allaah ﷺ is P_______.

c. The Quraan is the greatest M_______.

d. The Quraan is revealed for the entire M_______.

e. Amongst the revealed scriptures are the Injeel, Zaboor and the T_______.

f. The Quraan is loved and obeyed by Muslims all over the world. Is this true or false?
“And it does not befit man that Allaah should speak directly to him, except through inspiration, or from behind a veil or by the sending of a Messenger to reveal , by Allaah's permission, what Allaah wills...” (42:51)

Man needs Divine guidance in order to live his life correctly in this world. This Divine guidance does not come directly to each individual. Allaah ﷻ sent Jibraeel ﷺ to convey His guidance to His chosen messengers, the Ambiyaa ﷺ. The communication from Allaah ﷻ through Jibraeel ﷺ to His chosen messengers is called Wahee.

1. Manner of Receiving Wahee
   Wahee came to Nabee ﷺ in the following ways:
   a. In the form of a ringing bell.
b. Jibraaeeel _invoked_took_the_form_of_a_human_being.
c. Jibraaeel  came_in_his_original_form.
d. Nabee  received Wahee_in_the_form_of_dreams.

2. Only Ambiyaa Receive Wahee
   Allaah  chose certain human beings to be Ambiyaa  . Allaah  made them capable of receiving Wahee. The Ambiyaa  are best qualified to interpret and explain whatever has been revealed to them.

3. Wahee Is Protected
   Guardian Angels accompany Jibraaeeel  to prevent the Shayaateen from corrupting or changing Divine revelation. This Wahee is then preserved in the hearts of the Ambiyaa  who are also protected from the influence of the Shayaateen.

4. Types Of Wahee
   Nabee  received two types of Wahee:
   a. The Quraan is Wahee, which was received by Rasoolullah  and conveyed in the exact words revealed to him.
b. The Hadeeth is Wahee that Rasoolullah ﷺ received, and was expressed in his own words.
Worksheet

1. Answer the following questions.
   a. How does the Quraan describe Wahee?

   ...................................................................................................................

   ...................................................................................................................

   ...................................................................................................................

   
   b. Which angel was sent with Wahee?

   ...................................................................................................................

   c. What is Wahee?

   ...................................................................................................................

   ...................................................................................................................

   d. How many types of Wahee are there?

   ...................................................................................................................

2. Explain the four types of Wahee that Nabee ﷺ received.
   a. ...................................................................................................................

   ...................................................................................................................

   ...................................................................................................................

   ...................................................................................................................

   b. ...................................................................................................................

   ...................................................................................................................

   ...................................................................................................................

   ...................................................................................................................
3. Mention why can't an ordinary person receive Wahee?

4. Explain how Wahee is protected.

5. Complete the following words.
   a. ___ ___ ___ I ___ ___ A
   b. ___ ___ ___ R ___ ___ ___ L
c. ___ A ___ E

d. ___ D ___ T ___

e. ___ H A _______ _______ N

Have you understood?

› What is Wahee.

› The types of Wahee.

› How was Wahee received.

› Who received Wahee.

1. Wahee is when Allaah ﷻ communicated with His chosen messengers through Jibraaeel ﷺ. These messengers would then guide mankind. Why do you think we need guidance? Why was Wahee necessary?

........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
2. Read the following statements. Each of them describes a certain type of Wahee. Consider the statement carefully then decide which type of Wahee it is.

a. Before Nabee ﷺ became a prophet, for six months, he would have dreams at night time that would come true during the daytime.

b. One day Jibraael ﷺ came into the masjid and sat by Nabee ﷺ and asked him some questions. He looked like an ordinary man.

c. Sometimes Wahee would come when Jibraael ﷺ would descend and Nabee ﷺ would feel the weight. If Nabee ﷺ was on a camel, it would be so the heavy that the camel would kneel down. At these times the Prophet ﷺ would hear a sound of a ringing bell.

d. When the Prophet ﷺ received the first revelation, he saw the original form of Jibraael ﷺ in the sky. The wings of Jibraael ﷺ was huge, and the Prophet ﷺ said that, at this time, he would see the wings of Jibraael ﷺ in front of him wherever he looked.
3. Wahee was protected by Allaah ﷺ who sent down guardian angels with Jibraaeeel ﷺ. Why do you think it was so important to prevent the Shayaateen from changing the divine revelation?

4. Nabee ﷺ received two types of Wahee, the Quraan and the Hadeeth. What are the differences between them?
Ilhaam (Inspiration)

“And he inspired it (the soul) with vice and virtue.” (79 -8)

Allaah ﷻ has given man limited free will in this world in order to test him. Man has the ability to rise to great spiritual heights or to sink to levels lower than animals. Allaah ﷻ has appointed an angel to inspire man towards virtue and good thoughts whilst Shaytaan prompts him towards evil thoughts and bad actions. Our test is to do good deeds and stay away from evil. The inspiration that man receives is called "'ilhaam", while the prompting of Shaytaan is called "waswaas (whispers)."

1. Since man is prone to the prompting of both, the angel and Shaytaan, such inspiration cannot be used as a basis for Shariah (or Islaamic laws).

2. Ilhaam received by pious people in the form of any good thought cannot be declared as a compulsory act (fardh).

3. Ilhaam is only valid if it is within the limits of the Shariah.

4. Wahee is protected from the interference of Shaytaan, while Ilhaam can be influenced by the whispers of Shaytaan.
5. Ilhaam received by one person cannot be imposed upon others.
Worksheet

1. Answer the following questions
   a. What is Ilhaam?

   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................

   b. Who is appointed to inspire man towards virtue?

   .................................................................

   c. Who prompts man towards evil thoughts?

   .................................................................

   d. What is the inspiration received by man called?

   .................................................................

   e. What is the prompting of Shaytaan called?

   .................................................................

2. List the difference between Ilhaam and Waswaas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ilhaam</th>
<th>Waswaas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>..................................................</td>
<td>..................................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>..................................................</td>
<td>..................................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>..................................................</td>
<td>..................................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>..................................................</td>
<td>..................................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>..................................................</td>
<td>..................................................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3. Yahya was writing a test and was considering whether he should cheat or not. On the one hand he had the feeling that he shouldn't do it because it was wrong, on the other hand he thought that he should cheat because he didn't study. Which of these thoughts do you think was Ilhaam, and which do you think was waswaas?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b.</th>
<th>b.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>c.</th>
<th>c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Allaah ﷻ has given man free will in order to test what he will do. How do you think mankind can pass this test?

5. Sometimes when the shaytaan prompts us towards evil actions, the evil actions may seem easier or more fun to do. Which are always better to follow: evil actions that the shaytaan prompts, or good actions that the angels prompt us to do?

6. Sometimes it may be difficult to tell which is ilhaam and which is waswaas. Below are two stories of two boys. Read these stories and then determine whether each boy has either ilhaam or waswaas:
   a. Umar is very angry at his sister because she broke his favourite toy. Even though she apologised to him, he cannot seem to forgive her. He goes into her room, steals her favourite toy and decides to break it. He does not think that this is wrong since she broke his toy first.
b. A bully at school keeps picking on Zaheer and this makes him very sad. His friends always tell him that he must fight back and that he must do something to the bully. One day his friends steal the bully's school bag and decide to hide it away. Zaheer doesn't want to do this because he hates harming others. Because of this, his friends all tease him and say that he is weak. What do you think you would do in these situations?

7. Fardh is when Allaah ﷻ has ordered us to do something. These things are compulsory to do. If a pious person teaches you to do something good, does this action then become fardh?
"We have sent our messengers with clear signs."
(57:25)

Allaah ﷺ blessed the Ambiyaa ﷺ with various miracles (Mujizaat) so that these miracles could convince people of the truthfulness of their claim to prophethood. A 'Mujizaat' is a miraculous act that is performed by the Ambiyaa ﷺ, with the permission of Allaah ﷺ and which is beyond the natural ability of ordinary human beings. It displays the power and might of Allaah ﷺ at the hands of the Ambiyaa ﷺ.

1. A miraculous act is called a Mujizah only if it is performed by a Nabee.

2. A Nabee cannot perform a Mujizah without the will and permission of Allaah ﷺ.

3. Examples of some Mujizaat performed by the Ambiyaa ﷺ:
   a. Nabee Saalihi ﷺ:
      > He caused a she-camel to miraculously emerge from within a rocky mountain.
Keywords
mujizaat | nabee | meraj | fardh

b. Nabee Moosa ﷺ
> His staff (stick) turned into a serpent when he dropped it onto the ground.

> His hand turned shining white whenever he placed it under his armpit.

c. Nabee Eesaa ﷺ
> He blew life into birds made of clay.

> He gave sight to the blind and he cured leprosy.

> He could revive the dead.
d. Nabee Muhammad ﷺ

- He caused the moon to split into two by pointing at it with his finger.

- He went on Meraj - (i.e. Nabee ﷺ travelled from Makkah to Masjidul Aqsa and then visited the seven heavens and beyond in a portion of the night).

- Once a container was brought to him and he placed his hand in it. Water began gushing from between his fingers allowing more than three hundred people to make wudhu from it.
Worksheet

1. Fill in the missing word
   a. The Ambiyaa ﷺ were blessed by Allaah ﷻ with
      ...........................................................................
      ...........................................................................

   b. A ........................................... is a ........................................... act that is performed by the Ambiyaa ﷺ.

   c. A miraculous act is called a ..........................................., only if it is performed by a ...............................................

   d. A Nabee cannot perform ........................................... without the ........................................... and ........................................... of Allaah ﷻ.

2. Give examples of some Mujizaat performed by the Ambiyaa ﷺ.
   i. Nabee Moosaa ﷺ
      ...........................................................................
      ...........................................................................
      ...........................................................................
      ...........................................................................
      ...........................................................................
      ...........................................................................
      ...........................................................................
      ...........................................................................
      ...........................................................................
      ...........................................................................
      ...........................................................................
      ...........................................................................
      ...........................................................................
      ...........................................................................
ii. Nabee Eesaa 

iii. Nabee Saalih

iv. Nabee Muhammad
3. What is the meaning of the following words?
   a. Ambiyaa

   b. Mujizaat

   c. Meraj
4. Why was it necessary for Allaah ﷺ to bless His Ambiyaa ﷺ with various miracles?

5. If you were living in the time of Nabee Moosaa ﷺ, how do you think you would react if you had to see him performing a miracle?

6. Even though many people witnessed the miracles of the Ambiyaa ﷺ, they still refused to believe in only one Allaah ﷺ. Why do you think this was so?
7. In the time of the Prophets ﷺ many people demanded to see different miracles. But the Ambiyaa ﷺ could not perform miracles from their own will. Why?

8. Do you think that you will see a Mujizaat in today’s time? Give a reason for your answer.

9. In today’s time many people claim to be able to do miracles. Do you think that the claim can be true? Why?
Karaamaat

"Whenever Zakariyyya visited her place of prayer he found her provided with food. He asked 'O Maryam, from where does this come to you?' She replied 'It is from Allaaah'..." (3:38)

A Karaamat is a miraculous act that is performed by the pious servants of Allaaah ﷺ. Maryam ﷺ confined herself to her prayer room and dedicated herself to the worship of Allaaah ﷺ. She was miraculously provided with various foods and fruits in her prayer room.

1. The difference between a Mujizah and a Karaamat is this that a Mujizah is performed by the Ambiyaa ﷺ, while a Karaamat is performed by the Auliyyaa (Pious).

2. A Karaamat is a sign of a person's piety as well as his closeness to Allaaah ﷺ. It is the way Allaaah ﷺ honours the pious.

3. Examples of Karaamaat of the Noble companions of Nabee ﷺ:
   - Two of the companions of Nabee ﷺ departed from his house on an extremely dark night. Each one of them carried a stick in their hands which glowed like a torch, lighting the way for them.
   - A group of guests eating at the house of Aboo Bakr ﷺ
noticed that as they ate, the food increased instead of decreasing. In the end the food increased to three times its original amount.

Safinah ⋆ once accompanied the army on an expedition. He got lost in the wilderness. As he searched for his companions, he was confronted by a lion. He addressed the lion: "O Lion, I am a slave (or companion) of Rasoolullah ♂ and I am lost." The lion immediately came and stood alongside him and then safely led him until they reached the Muslim army.
Worksheet

1. What is the meaning of Karaamat?

2. Who can perform a Karaamat?

3. What is the difference between Karaamat and Mujizaat?

4. Word Search

karaamat        lion        glowed        maryam

mujizah         auliyya      pious

auliya        aamayram
umijimayramkp
lnovsglowedij
iznanaeihjoci
ukaraamatuzaz
qmuujizahsiopa
5. If a person can perform Karaamat, what does that Karaamat signify?

6. Why does Allaah 🧐 bless the pious with Karaamat?

7. To perform a karaamat you would have to be:
   a. A rich person
   b. A pious person
   c. A beautiful person

8. Using the text as your guide, mention one example of a Karaamat.

.................................................................
Istidraaj

"...Behold! Their ropes and staffs appeared to be moving rapidly on account of their magic" (20: 66)

Istidraaj is a supernatural act performed by disbelievers or sinful people. Allaah permits sinful people to perform supernatural acts to test the faith of the believers. The ability to perform supernatural acts is not a sign of the correctness of belief or of piety, nor is it a sign of Divine power. Such people normally perform unnatural acts with the help of the Shayaateen.

1. The difference between Karaamat and Istidraaj is that Karaamat is an act performed by pious and saintly people, while Istidraaj is an act performed by wicked, sinful and disbelieving people.

2. It is a major sin to seek the assistance of people who use the Shayaateen to perform supernatural acts.

3. Examples of Istidraaj:
   a. Dajjaal will command the skies to pour forth rain and the earth to produce vegetation at the time of drought and scarcity of food.

   b. The wife of Abdullah bin Masood suffered from
an eye ailment. She consulted a Jew who read and blew on her, which gave her relief. Abdullah bin Masood told her that each time she returned from the Jew, the devil jabbed her in the eye so that she goes back, believing that he had some divine powers.

c. The magicians of Firoun were able to turn their staffs and ropes into snakes.
Worksheet

1. What is Istidraaj?

2. Who does Allaah permit to carry out supernatural acts?

3. What is the difference between Istidraaj and Karaamat?
4. Give three examples of those who perform Istidraaj.

........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

5. Determine whether the following are true or false. Substantiate your answer.
   a. The difference between Karaamat and Istidraaj is determined by those performing it.
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................

   b. It is good to seek help from those who can perform supernatural acts, even though they may use Shayaateen to perform those acts.
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
6. All supernatural acts performed by sinful people or disbelievers can only occur by the permission of Allaah ﷻ. Why does Allaah ﷻ permit this?

..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................

7. In today's time you may read fictional tales about people who can do magic and who have special powers. Using your knowledge of Istdraaj, would you say that these people are good or bad?

..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................

8. If you had to read about special auliya who performed miracles, would you say that they were good or bad?

..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
9. Suhail would always seek help from his neighbour who was a witchdoctor. She claimed that she could remove any ailment that was bothering him. How would you help him understand that what he was doing was wrong?

10. Match column A with column B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Mujizaat</th>
<th>a. A supernatural act performed by disbelievers or sinful people.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Karaamat</td>
<td>b. A miraculous act performed by the Ambiyaa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Istdraaj</td>
<td>c. A miraculous act performed by the pious servants of Allaah.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
The Auliyya

"Behold, verily there is no fear on the friends of Allaah, nor shall they grieve. (They are those) who believe and are constantly conscious of Allaah. For them are glad tidings in the life of the world and in the Hereafter." (10: 62-64)

The Auliyya (singular -Walee) are Believers who love Allaah ﷻ intensely and who love others for the sake of Allaah ﷻ. Their love for Allaah ﷻ does not allow them to commit any act that will displease Him. They are always conscious of the presence of Allaah ﷻ, their tongues are always busy with the Thikr (remembrance) of Allaah ﷻ and their hearts yearn to become closer to Allaah ﷻ.

1. A person who wishes to become a friend of Allaah ﷻ (Walee) must constantly work at developing the love of Allaah ﷻ by:
   a. Adhering to all the commands of Allaah ﷻ.
   b. Abstaining from the prohibitions of Allaah ﷻ.
   c. Leading his life in accordance to the noble Sunnah of Nabee ﷺ.
   d. Abstaining from all doubtful activities.
2. The noble Sahaabah hold the highest rank among the Auliya. Just as no Sahaabee can ever equal the status of a Nabee through his piety, no Walee can equal the status of a Sahaabee due to his piety.

3. There are various levels of Auliya, the highest of which are in the category known as the Abdaal.

4. A Walee regardless of his closeness to Allaah is never excused from fulfilling the obligations of Shariah. A person who claims to be free of the obligations of the Shariah because of his closeness to Allaah is a liar.

5. The ability to perform a Karaamat (supernatural act) is not a criterion for a person to be a Walee.
4. What is the highest category of the Auliyaa called?

5. Does a Walee need to fulfill his obligations of shariah?

6. If a Walee does not perform a Karaamat, can he still be called a true Walee?

7. Have you understood who the auliyaa are? Below are 3 qualities of the auliyaa. But they're all jumbled up! Use the clues provided to unscramble each quality. Refer to the text if you need help.

The auliyaa:

a. EoLv    hlAlaa    tinslyene

L_________    A_______________

i____________________y

(clue: And Allaah  loves them in return)
b. voLe thrseo orf the kase rfo
    Ahaall

    I__________ o________________ f_____

    t_______ s________ o____

    A____________________

    (clue: and Allaah ﷻ loves them for loving others)

c. rea wyasla warea hatt hAllaa
   si rsntpee

    A_______ a____________________ a________________

    t__________ A____________________ i____

    p____________________t

    (clue: they have strong faith, without seeing)

8. If someone wants to become a friend of Allaah ﷻ, they
   would have to work constantly to develop love of Allaah ﷻ.
   How can they develop this? Choose the correct answers
   from the list below:
   a. By adhering to the commands of Allaah ﷻ.
"Verily in the sight of Allaah the example of Eesaa is like that of Aadam. He created him from dust and then said, “Be! And he was!” (03:59)

Nabee Eesaa ﷺ was born miraculously to Maryam ﷺ without a father just as Allaah ﷺ created Aadam ﷺ without a mother and a father. His miraculous birth led the Christians to believe that he was either God, or the son of God. Nabee Eesaa ﷺ is not the son of Allaah ﷺ, but rather a human being who was a chosen messenger of Allaah ﷺ blessed with many Mujizaat.

1. Nabee Eesaa ﷺ was sent as a messenger to the Banee Israaeel.

2. The Banee Israaeel rejected him and decided to murder him.

3. When they surrounded his house, Allaah ﷺ raised him physically to the skies. The Banee Israaeel mistakenly captured another man who looked like Nabee Eesaa ﷺ and crucified him.

4. Nabee Eesaa ﷺ is alive in the Heavens and will return before Qiyaamah. He will die a natural death and will be buried alongside Nabee ﷺ in Madeenah.
5. A person who denies the prophethood of Nabee Eesaa (s.a.w) is not a Muslim.

6. Some of the Mujizaat of Nabee Eesaa (s.a.w) were:
   a. He blew life into birds made of clay.
   b. He gave sight to those born blind and cured those suffering from leprosy.
   c. He was able to bring the dead to life.
   d. He informed them of what they ate and what they stored in their houses.
4. If people were to disbelieve in the miraculous birth of Eesaa ﷺ, how would you, using the example of Aadam ﷺ, convince them that they were wrong?

5. True or false:
   a. All the ambiyaa are pious prophets of Allaah ﷻ and we should love and respect them all.

   b. Nabee Eesaa ﷺ is the prophet of the Christians only.

   c. Nabee Eesaa ﷺ will return to this world before Qiyaamah.

   d. Nabee Eesaa ﷺ was crucified.

   e. Nabee Eesaa ﷺ is neither God, nor the son of God. Instead he is a prophet of Allaah ﷻ and was sent by Allaah ﷻ with many Mujizaat.
f. Nabee Eesaa ﷺ was rejected by the Banee Israeael and they decided to murder him.

6. Nabee Eesaa ﷺ was blessed with many Mujizaat. Do you know of any? Choose only the Mujizaat of Nabee Eesaa ﷺ from the list below:
   a. He blew life into birds made of clay.
   b. He caused a she-camel to miraculously emerge from within a rocky mountain.
   c. He was able to bring the dead to life
   d. His hand turned shining white whenever he placed it under his armpit.
   e. He gave sight to those born blind and cured those suffering from leprosy.
   f. He caused the moon to split in two by pointing at it with his finger.
   g. He informed them of what they ate and what they stored in their houses.
Signs of Qiyaamah

"Closer and closer draw unto men their reckoning and yet they remain heedless (of its approach) and they turn away." (21:01)

This world is a temporary abode and will be destroyed at a time only known to Allaah . Nabee has given us certain signs that indicate that the Final Hour is drawing closer. These signs are divided into two groups,
1. Minor signs that indicate the weakening of the morals of mankind.
2. Major signs that deal with the occurrence of specific events.

The major signs will take place after the appearance of the minor signs. Some of which are:
1. Women will give birth to their masters i.e. (Children will rule their parents - Parents will serve them like slaves).
2. People will lose their sense of shame and modesty.
3. Dishonesty and bribery will become common.
4. Muslims will lose respect for the masjid, talk loudly and make noise therein.
5. There will be very few learned Ulama.
Keywords
qiyaamah

6. Music, dancing and intoxicants will become widespread.

7. People will disrespect their mothers, become distant from their fathers and draw closer to their friends.

8. Wars will occur - People will not know why they are being killed.

9. Sickness and disease will become widespread.

10. People with the worst character and morals will take up leadership.

11. Natural disasters will become common.
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Worksheet

1. Answer the following questions.
   a. What does the noble Qur'aan tell us about the signs of Qiyaamah?

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

   b. When will this temporary world be destroyed?

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

   c. What type of signs will indicate the final hour?

   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

   d. When will the major signs appear?
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2. Fill in the missing words.
   a. ........................................... will give birth to their ...........................................

   b. ..........................................., dancing and ...........................................
      will become ...........................................

   c. People will lose their sense of ........................................... and ...........................................

   d. ........................................... and ........................................... will become common.

   e. Sickness and ........................................... will become ...........................................

3. This world is a temporary place and will not last forever. How can this knowledge help us to be better Muslims?

   ........................................................................................................................................

   ........................................................................................................................................

   ........................................................................................................................................

   ........................................................................................................................................

   ........................................................................................................................................

   ........................................................................................................................................

   ........................................................................................................................................
4. Look at some of the signs of Qiyaamah. Choose 3 of the
signs that you can see happening in the world today.
Explain your choices.

.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................

5. Why do you think that it is important to know the various
signs of Qiyaamah?

.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................

6. Do you think that there is anybody in this world who has
knowledge of when Qiyaamah will occur?

.................................................................
7. Find the following words in the word search below:

- Music
- Dishonesty
- Sickness
- Intoxicants
- Bribery
- Disease
- Qiyaamah
- Disrespect
- Wars
Nabee said, “The Mahdee will be from my progeny, he will have a broad forehead and high bridged nose. He will fill the earth with justice and fairness, just as it is filled with injustice and oppression. He will rule for seven years.” (Aboo Dawood)

After the appearance of the minor signs the major signs will follow one after the other like beads that fall off a broken necklace. The world will be filled with a great amount of injustice, oppression and constant wars. Muslims will be disunited and very weak. Allaah will then send Imaam Mahdee as the leader of the Muslims.

1. His name will be Muhammad, the same as that of The Messenger of Allaah. His father’s name will be Abdullah. His title will be Al-Mahdee, meaning the “Guided One”.

2. Imaam Mahdee will belong to the Qurayish tribe and will be a direct descendent of Nabee.

3. He will have the character and morals of the Messenger of Allaah.

4. Imaam Mahdee will reside in Makkah and will undertake a specific journey to Makkah at the age of forty.
Keywords

al-mahdee | barakah

5. While making tawaaf a group of saints known as the Abdaal will recognize him.

6. Muslims will insist that he become their leader. He will reluctantly accept the position and Muslims from all over will pledge allegiance to him.

7. A voice from the unseen will confirm that this person is the "Mahdee".

8. Imaam Mahdee ﷺ will have to fight many battles against the disbelievers. Allaah ﷻ will grant him victory over his enemies.

9. He will rule for a period of seven years during which time there will be a period of absolute peace and barakah.

10. Imaam Mahdee ﷺ will eventually move towards Damascus to await the descension of Nabee Eesaa ﷺ.
Worksheet

1. Answer the following questions.
   a. How is Imaam Mahdee described in the Hadeeth?

   b. What will be the condition of the world when Imaam Mahdee will be sent as a leader of the Muslims?

   c. What is the name of Imaam Mahdee, and what is his father’s name?

   d. What is the meaning of “Al Mahdee”?

   e. Which tribe and whose descendant will Imaam Mahdee be from?

   f. Whose morals and character will Imaam Mahdee have?
2. Fill in the missing words.

a. Imaam Mahdee 🕌 will ........................................ in ........................................ and will undertake a specific ........................................ to ........................................ at the age of ........................................

b. While performing ........................................ a group of saints known as the ........................................ will recognize him.

c. ........................................ will insist that he becomes their ........................................ He will ........................................ accept the position and ........................................ from all over will ........................................ to him.

d. A ........................................ from the unseen will confirm that this person is the ........................................

e. The ........................................ will have to ........................................ many ........................................ Allaah 🕌 will ........................................ him ........................................ over his ........................................

f. He will rule for a period of ........................................ years, during which there will be a period of ........................................ and ........................................
g. Imaam Mahdee ✪ will eventually move towards .............................................. to await the ........................................ of ........................................

Have you understood?

- The Hadeeth on Imaam Mahdee ✪
- When he will be sent
- The description of Imaam Mahdee ✪
- Who will recognize him
- What he will do and how long he will rule

3. Using your knowledge of Imaam Mahdee ✪, explain:
   a. His appearance:
      ..............................................................................................................
      ..............................................................................................................
      ..............................................................................................................

   b. His name:
      ..............................................................................................................
      ..............................................................................................................
      ..............................................................................................................

   c. His morals:
      ..............................................................................................................
      ..............................................................................................................
d. What he will do on earth:

4. Why is it important to have knowledge about Imaam Mahdee ☪? 

5. Imagine that you are now witnessing the arrival of Imaam Mahdee ☪. If many people choose not to follow him, would you follow him or not? Why?

6. Muslims will insist that Imaam Mahdee ☪ become their leader. Why do you think this is so?
Dajjaal

Nabee ﷺ has said: "There is no fitnah (test/evil) from the time of Adam ﷺ up to the Final Hour greater than the fitnah of Dajjaal." (Bukharee & Muslim)

Dajjaal will appear during the time of Imaam Mahdee ﷺ. He will have one eye which will hang from its socket. The word KAAF.FAA.RAA. (Kaafir) will be inscribed on his forehead. He will stay on Earth for a period of forty days; the length of the first day will be one year, the second day will be equal to one month, the third day will be equal to a week and the remaining days will be normal. He will cause havoc and dismay in the world. Allaah ﷻ will send him with certain supernatural powers to test the Imaan of the true Muslims. Nabee ﷺ has encouraged us to make duaa for protection from Dajjaal and to recite every Friday the first and last ten Ayaat of Surah Kahaf in order to be saved from falling into Dajjaal's trap.

1. He will emerge between Shaam and Iraq at a place called Yahudea. (Present-day Isfahan - City in Iran)

2. The Yahud (Jews) of Isfahan will be his main followers.

3. He will have with him fire and water, but in reality the fire will be cold and soothing while that water will be a blazing Fire.
Keywords
fitnah | kaafir | ayaat | yahud

4. Those who obey him will enter "his Jannah" while those who disobey him will enter "his Jahannam."

5. He will travel at great speeds and cover the entire world.
6. He will claim to be God and will perform supernatural acts. He will unearth hidden treasures. He will send down rains upon those who believe in him, which will cause crops to grow, trees to bear fruit and cattle will grow fat.

7. He will cause conditions of drought for those who disbelieve in him resulting in starvation and hardship for them.

8. During those trying times the Mumineen will fill their hunger by reciting Subhanallaah and Laa ilaaha Ilallaahu.

9. He will not be able to enter Makkah and Madeenah because the Malaaikah (Angels) will be guarding the two cities.

10. Eesaa will eventually kill Dajjaal and his army at Baab-ul-Lud (Gate of Lud) which is near present day Tel Aviv.
Keywords
mumineen | mala'ikah

Worksheet
1. Answer the following questions.
   a. What does the Hadeeth say regarding Dajjaal?

   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................

   b. When will Dajjaal appear?

   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................

   c. Describe how will Dajjaal look?

   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................

   d. How long will Dajjaal stay on earth?

   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................

   e. Explain the length of a day during Dajjaal's period.

   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................

   f. Where will Dajjaal emerge?

   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................

   g. Who will be his main followers?

   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
   ..............................................................
h. What will Dajjaal have in his hands and what will its effects be?

i. How will Dajjaal travel the world?

j. List the supernatural acts Dajjaal will perform.

k. What claims will Dajjaal make?

l. Which places will Dajjaal not be able to enter and why?
m. Who will kill Dajjaal and where will this take place?

2. Why do you think that it is important to learn about Dajjaal?

3. Through the hadeeth of Nabee ﷺ, Allaah ﷻ has provided us with a description of Dajjaal. Find 2 points of Dajjaal that can describe his appearance.

4. When Dajjaal appears, it will be a very big trial for the believers. He will cause conditions of hardship for them. Which of the conditions below will the believers face?
   a. Drought and starvation
   b. Ease and comfort
   c. Hardship
5. Dajjaal will perform many acts of istidraaj. These acts will convince many people to follow him. Imagine that you are in that time of Dajjaal. How would you argue in trying to convince others not to follow him?

6. Dajjaal will emerge from Isfahaan. Do you know where that is? Try to find a map. Now ask someone to show you where Isfahaan is.

7. Dajjaal will be a great liar. He will present fire and water to people. What will be the reality of this fire and water? What do you think this tells us about Dajjaal?

8. Dajjaal will seem to have a lot of power. Whose power is mightier than the power of Dajjaal?
9. If someone were to ask you to teach them about Dajjaal, would you be able to? What would you tell them about Dajjaal? List 5 points.

10. In order to protect ourselves from Dajjaal, we should read a certain surah every Jumuah. Do you know which surah this is? Find out and then write the answer below.
By Him who holds my life in His hands, Soon Ibn Maryam will descend among you as a just ruler... (Bukhaaree, Muslim)

Nabee Eesaa ﷺ was lifted to the heavens when his enemies tried to crucify him. He will return once again to the world and die a natural death. He will descend from the heavens with his hands resting on the wings of two angels onto the eastern minaret of the Masjid in Damascus (Syria).

1. When the time for his appearance dawns Imaam Mahdee ﷺ will be awaiting his arrival in Damascus.

2. Imaam Mahdee ﷺ will request Nabee Eesaa ﷺ to lead the congregational Salaah. However, Nabee Eesaa ﷺ will request Imaam Mahdee ﷺ to lead the Salaah.
3. An army will proceed under the leadership of Nabee Eesaa ﷺ to confront Dajjaal, who will be captured at Baab-ul-Lud. Dajjaal will be destroyed through the mere gaze of Nabee Eesaa ﷺ.

4. Dajjaal followers will flee and try to find places of safety but will have nowhere to hide. Even the trees and rocks will speak saying: “O Believer! A disbeliever is hiding behind me destroy him!”

5. After the death of Imaam Mahdee ﷺ, Nabee Eesaa ﷺ will rule the world with absolute justice and Islaam will be the only religion.

6. Nabee Eesaa ﷺ will marry and have children.

7. He will abolish taxes, destroy the cross and kill all pigs during his rule.

8. During his rule there will be total prosperity, peace and harmony. Hatred and jealousy will not be evident.

9. He will live for forty five years and then die a natural death.

10. He will be buried in Madeenah next to Nabee ﷺ.
Worksheet

1. Answer the following questions.
   a. What did Nabee ﷺ say regarding the descent of Nabee Eesaa ﷺ?

   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................

   b. Why was Nabee Eesaa ﷺ lifted to the Heavens?

   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................

   c. How will Nabee Eesaa ﷺ die?

   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................

   d. Where will Imaam Mahdee ﷺ be waiting for Nabee Eesaa ﷺ upon his arrival?

   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................
   .................................................................

2. Fill in the missing words.
   a. The ................................................................. will request ................................................................. to lead the
congregational salaah. However, ........................................
....................................................... will request the
....................................................... to ........................................ the salaah.

b. An ........................................ will proceed under the
....................................................... of Nabee Eesaa ✩ to confront
....................................................... who will be ................................. At
....................................................... Dajjaal will be destroyed through
the ................................. ................................. of Nabee
Eesaa ✩.

c. Dajjaal’s followers will ................................. and try to
find places of safety, but will have .................................
to ................................. even the .................................
and rocks will ................................. saying “Oh Believer
................................. him”.

d. Nabee Eesaa ✩ will ................................. and have
....................................................... .................................

e. He will abolish ................................., destroy the
................................. and kill all the .................................
during his rule.

f. He will live for ................................. years and
................................. a natural death.
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9. He will be buried in .................................. next to ..........................................

3. Nabee Eesaa عليه السلام will destroy Dajjaal. This shows us that: (scratch out the incorrect answer)
a. After hardship good will triumph evil.
b. Muslims will be victorious.
c. Muslims will not have victory.
d. Truth overcomes falsehood.

4. Dajjaal's followers may have been favoured by him before, but what will happen to them when Dajjaal is killed?

.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................

5. Tasneem is confused about Dajjaal. Using your knowledge of Dajjaal and Eesaa عليه السلام:
a. Explain how he will be a trial for believers.

.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................
b. Explain how difficult it will be for those who don't follow him.


c. Explain the victory of the true believers once Nabee Eesaa \( \text{Jesus} \) comes back.


d. Explain what the world will be like when Nabee Eesaa \( \text{Jesus} \) rules.
6. Will Nabee Eesaa ﷺ die? Find 2 points from the text to support your answer.

........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

7. Unscramble the following: use the clues provided to help you
   a. Dmsuaacs
     clue: where Imaam Mahdee ﷺ will be waiting for Nabee Eesaa ﷺ
     ........................................................................................................................................
     ........................................................................................................................................
     ........................................................................................................................................
   b. Ldu-lu-Bbaa
      clue: where Dajjaal will be captured
     ........................................................................................................................................
     ........................................................................................................................................
     ........................................................................................................................................
c. bouetlsa citesju
   clue: what Nabee Eesaa ﷺ will rule with

       ..............................................................

       ..............................................................


d. tofry vefi sayer
   clue: how long Nabee Eesaa ﷺ will live for

       ..............................................................

       ..............................................................


e. Mhaadnee
   clue: where Nabee Eesaa ﷺ will be buried

       ..............................................................
"Until such time as Yajooj and Majooj are let loose (upon the world), and swarm down every corner of the earth." (21:97)

Yajooj and Majooj originally lived in a valley between two mountains and often attacked people living nearby. People eventually called upon Dhul Qarnain, who was a pious and just ruler, to erect a barrier between themselves and Yajooj and Majooj. Dhul Qarnain built a wall with blocks of iron that was further covered with molten lead. They were imprisoned ever since. Allaah ﷻ will inform Nabee Eesa ﷺ after a period of time that he is going to let loose such a creation that no one will be able to confront. Nabee Eesaa ﷺ together with the Muslims will seek safety on Mount Toor. Yaajooj and Majooj are two tribes from the progeny of Yaafith, the son of Nooh ﷺ and are normal human beings.

1. Yajooj and Majooj continuously attempt to break free but will only be successful the day Allaah ﷻ releases them.

2. The number of Yajooj and Majooj will be ten times greater than the rest of the human race.

3. These countless savages will kill and plunder as they proceed to various parts of the world.
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4. They will drink the waters of the rivers and seas, as well as eat up all the produce.

5. Eventually Nabee Eesaa ﷺ and his followers will make duaa, which will result in the immediate destruction of these people.

6. The entire earth will be covered with their bodies, which will produce an unbearable stench.
7. They will eventually proceed to a mountain which is in Palestine and they will declare; we have slain those on the earth, let us now slay those in the sky. They will shoot their arrows towards the skies and Allaah  will allow these arrows to return to earth stained with blood.

8. Nabee Eesaa ﷺ and his followers will once again make duaa as a result of which their bodies (i.e. Yajooj and Majooj) would be disposed into the sea and the whole earth will be washed with rain.

9. After their destruction, a period of absolute peace and prosperity will reign, so much so that the milk of a single camel will suffice for a large number of people.
Worksheet

1. Answer the following questions.
   a. Explain who are Yajooj and Majooj?
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................

   b. Who blocked them?
      ........................................................................................................................................

   c. From which tribes do Yajooj and Majooj come?
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................

   d. What will be the number of Yajooj and Majooj?
      ........................................................................................................................................

   e. What will Yajooj and Majooj declare on a mountain in Palestine?
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
      ........................................................................................................................................
f. Explain the period after the destruction of Yajooj and Majooj

2. Unscramble the following words.
   a. thafiya

   b. nargain  i'duh

   c. jajoom

   d. jojoay

   e. arbrire

   f. tnsceh
g. ntoum root

h. nepogy

i. tenlom deal

3. Imagine that you were giving a speech about Yajooj and Majooj: What would you say? Write your imaginary speech below:

a. Start off by writing about who they are and where they came from:

b. What they will do on earth:
fourteen

c. How they will be destroyed:

..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................

4. Below are some qualities of Yajooj and Majooj. But they are unreadable. Determine what they are by scratching out all the numbers in between. Then put a space in the appropriate spaces to make a proper sentence.

Yajooj and Majooj are:

a. N 8 o r 1 m 3 a 7 7 l h 8 u 2 2 m 4 a 1 n 9 b 6 e i n 6 g s.

..............................................................................................................................

b. T66w1o5t7r9ib1es.

..............................................................................................................................

c. Fr4om8th1e3pr6o3ge6ny4of1Ya33afi1th.

..............................................................................................................................

d. C2o1un4tle7ss3sav1age2s.

..............................................................................................................................

5. Answer the questions below and then fit them in the appropriate spaces.

a. How many times more than the human race will Yajooj and Majooj be?

..............................................................................................................................
b. Yajooj and Majooj are from the progeny of Yaafith. Yaafith is the son of

.................................................................

c. Should we ever be of the followers of Yajooj and Majooj?

.................................................................

d. After proceeding to a mountain in Palestine, Yajooj and Majooj will now want to slay those in the

.................................................................

e. What will they shoot into the sky?

.................................................................

f. After their bodies are disposed of, what will Allaah ﷻ send down to wash the earth?

.................................................................
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